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What is IMO2021?

What? Applicable to commercial ships with over 500 gross 

tonnage, the IMO resolution (MSC 428, 98) confirmed 

all shipping companies need to have cyber security 

in their safety management system. Flag states are 

encouraged to ensure these requirements are met by 

vessel operators in the first annual audit after January 

2021. Non-compliance may lead to vessel detainment. 

This means maritime companies need to be identifying 

and safeguarding against maritime cyber risks now 

to be ready for the first annual verification of the 

Company’s Document of Compliance.

The IMO has indicated that maritime companies must 

be able to demonstrate that they follow a cyber 

security framework of:
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Recognising that no two organisations in the shipping 

industry are the same, the IMO is not prescriptive 

in their guidelines of how these recommendations 

should be implemented, to ensure a widespread 

application. 

The main challenge that this presents for owners, 

is how to interpret a framework written in very 

broad terms. Various industry bodies and shipping 

associations have provided guidance on which 

concrete measures to implement. 

The IMO resolution cites the following:

•  “The Guidelines on Cyber Security Onboard   

 Ships” produced and supported by BIMCO, CLIA,  

 ICS, INTERCARGO, INTERTANKO, OCIMF and IUMI.

 - ISO/IEC 27001 Standard on Information   

 technology 

• Security techniques – Information security   

 management systems 

• United States National Institute of Standards 

 and Technology’s Framework for Improving   

 Critical Infrastructure Cyber Security (the NIST  

 Framework).

When? Cyber security risks need to be appropriately 

addressed in Safety Management Systems no later 

than the first annual verification of the company’s 

Document of Compliance after 1  January 2021.
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Why? An increase in cyber attacks has demonstrated that 

shipping companies have become a growing target 

for cyber attacks. A recent maritime study1 found 

there to have been a 400% increase in attempted 

hacks since February 2020, coinciding with greater 

use of technology and working from home due to the 

Coronavirus pandemic. 

IMO member states – in particular the US Coast 

Guard – encouraged the adoption of a resolution 

that supports ship operators to implement stricter IT 

security policies and practice in order to protect the 

safety of mariners, and continuity of global business. 

Ships transport valuable goods all over the world 

ensuring essential global trade but are also closely 

connected to the supply chain so the potential impact 

of a successful attack could have a wide ripple effect. 

The maritime industry has proven to adopt new 

technologies at a slower pace than many other 

industries2. Over time, this has meant complying with 

baseline requirements against the impact of possible 

negative incentives rather than being proactive and 

embracing newer technology.  

Given the possible negative impact of cyber attacks, 

(damage to reputation, increased insurance premiums, 

failing annual audit, potential prohibition to operate) 

the IMO has acknowledged that this is a risk that 

needs to be more closely regulated and monitored. 



Although IMO2021 dictates measures to mitigate 

cyber risk should apply to both IT and OT, so far the 

focus and tools available have been mostly focusing 

on IT, with established tools like anti-virus, firewalls, 

content filtering, and so on. As ship operators recognise 

the value of making their operations more digitalised, 

some have been reluctant to connect OT given the 

potential negative consequences if compromised. 

Others have experienced how connecting OT can 

open possibilities for more proactive maintenance, 

prolonged maintenance cycles and reduced costs; as 

well as more measure points and quality assured data 

for analysis to operate smarter and safer. 

Regardless of the approach, most manufacturers 

of core OT components onboard (such as engine 

maintenance, propulsion, electrical supply, etc.) do 

offer services where data can be extracted from the 

OT devices to shore. But most of these systems are 

proprietary meaning the entire sphere of onboard OT 

components is very fragmented. Marlink works with 

both ship operators and OT manufacturers to define 

and unify the procedures to control and manage 

access in a consolidated and secure way. For Marlink 

the focus is on enabling flexible and secure access 

control to onboard devices, to converge different 

security policies from different clients. 

Sources:  1. Naval Dome, 2020  2. Ovum, 2017



The Process

In a very simplified way, one can say that implementing 

the suggested measures described in IMO2021 related 

to cyber security means taking actions across three 

different verticals:
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How? The technology vertical represents the functional 

safeguards available to identify vulnerabilities, protect 

against known threats, detect an attack, respond to/

mitigate the cyber risk, and also assist in recovering 

from an attack. 

How to conveniently implement vulnerability 

mitigating initiatives and facilitate measures taken 

is where Marlink solutions and services become 

relevant. Marlink Technology can support clients in 

achieving compliance with IMO2021. 

We offer key suites of solutions, including ITLink and 

Cyber Guard which can all be used to mitigate risk, 

augment security measures and improve procedures 

to comply with guidelines.

The Technology

CYBERGUARD ITLINK

Effectively secure your 

vessel and remote assets 

from cyber risk

Simplify and automate 

your vessel IT environment 

to ensure effective 

operations and compliance

Cyber Security IT Automation



How is compliance achieved?

Compliance is achieved by the vessel operator 

demonstrating to the flag state that its safety 

management system “takes into account cyber risk 

management in accordance with the objectives and 

functional requirements of the ISM Code”. 

This can be achieved by the operator’s in-house HQSE 

department, use of an advisor or class notation, but 

will require demonstration that sufficient awareness, 

procedures and technology are in place. 

To understand this, it is easiest to start by laying 

out all the stakeholders involved and how they are 

relevant to be in compliance with IMO2021 regulation 

regarding cyber security.
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Discussion Points

Procedures & Technology

Do you know your 

responsibility and 

role with regards 

to a cyber-attack?
Is cyber security 

implemented into your ISM 

Code Safety Management 

System (SMS) and Document 

of Compliance? Is cyber 

risk assessment and cyber 

security established as 

a high priority task with 

senior management in 

your organisation? And 

is this communicated and 

implemented throughout 

the entire organisation? 

Is cyber security considered an  
IT deptartment responsibility 
within your organisation? 

Do you have a Cyber Risk Management (CRM) 
program in place and have you completed your 
assessment for IMO2021 cyber compliance? 

Do you know what to do 
to protect your systems 
against cyber attacks?

Is there a process or plan in place 

to recover data after a cyber attack, 

meaning, is there a recovery 

system and implementation 

plan? If not, has the cost and 

consequence of such data loss 

been identified?

Has your company identified 
all shipboard technology (IT 
and OT) and its vulnerability 
towards cyber-attacks? 

Have all systems at 
potential risk against 
a cyber attack been 
properly identified?

Are you able to identify a cyber attack? 

What tools are available to identify 

an attack? And do you know what the 

defined response actions are in case of a 

cyber attack? 



IMO2021 : How can we help?

Our solutions support the functional elements 
(technology vertical) of the IMO2021 regulation 
regarding cyber security.  

Contact us for a free consultation on  
Marlink’s IT and Cyber Security solutions:  
info@marlink.com
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